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purposes only, and you are urged to consult a lawyer concerning your 
own situation and any specific legal questions you may have.
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Presentation Outline:

I. Latest developments in EEOC onsite investigations 

A. EEOC v. Nucor Steel Gallatin Inc.

B. Tape recording witness statements

II. What to expect during onsite investigations 

III. How to prepare for onsite investigations 

A. Conduct internal investigation

B. Review employment records

C. Prepare employees for interviews

D. Prepare facility for tour by investigator

E. Reiterate non-retaliation policy for employees participating in EEOC investigations

IV. Tips for cooperating with onsite investigations 

V. How the EEOC evaluates information obtained 
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I. Latest Developments In EEOC Onsite Investigations 

Most employers are well aware that the EEOC routinely conducts on-site 
investigations.

For employers who may have considered challenging that governmental authority, 
the Nucor Steel ruling is instructive in demonstrating how courts will likely enforce 
EEOC subpoenas to conduct such investigations.

Further, if the EEOC ever did have any hesitance about conducting an on-site 
investigation without an employer’s consent, this ruling likely alleviates any such 
concern. Accordingly, employers should choose their battles carefully when 
thinking about opposing an EEOC on-site investigation.
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A. EEOC v. Nucor Steel Gallatin Inc.

In EEOC v. Nucor Steel Gallatin, Inc., No. 15-CV-53 (E.D. Ky. Apr. 28, 2016), the 
EEOC sought a ruling authorizing it to enter the private commercial property of 
defendant employer Nucor Steel Gallatin, Inc. (“Gallatin”), without Gallatin’s 
consent and without an administrative warrant, to investigate a hiring 
discrimination claim. Judge Van Tatenhove of the U.S. District Court of the 
Eastern District of Kentucky ordered enforcement of the EEOC’s subpoena and 
authorized the Commission to conduct the on-site investigation of Gallatin’s 
property.

This decision arms the EEOC with precedent that it may conduct on-site 
investigations regardless of whether an employer consents, something employers 
should consider when contemplating whether to deny the EEOC access to its 
business during an investigation.
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B. Tape Recording Witness Statements

March 2016 -- EEOC v. JBS USA, LLC, Case No. 10-CV-02103 (D. Colo.), Judge Philip A. 
Brimmer of the U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado recently ordered that only 
30 of the 103 witnesses that were untimely disclosed by the employer may be used in 
“Phase I” of the pending litigation. This ruling is instructive regarding the upside of 
proactively identifying any potential Rule 26 witnesses as early as possible. Waiting until 
the end of discovery to disclose witnesses creates the possibility that a court may 
preclude some of those individuals’ testimonies, as was the case here.

(May 2015)  -- In EEOC v. Vicksburg Healthcare, LLC, No. 13-CV-895 (S.D. Miss. Apr. 22, 
2015), Magistrate Judge Michael T. Parker of the U.S. District Court for the Southern 
District of Mississippi denied the EEOC’s request to be allowed to inspect and observe 
the defendant’s facility in an Americans With Disabilities Act (“ADA”) action. As we have 
reported previously here, the EEOC has recently attempted to obtain discovery by 
invasive inspections of employers’ premises. Magistrate Judge Parker’s decision to deny 
the EEOC this access represents another setback for the EEOC as it ratchets up the 
intensity of its discovery efforts in workplace litigation. It also gives employers a case they 
can use when the EEOC or other workplace plaintiffs seek intrusive inspections.
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II. What To Expect During Onsite Investigations 

A charge that an employer has engaged in an unlawful employment practice may be brought by a 
person who may be aggrieved, by someone acting on that person’s behalf, or by a representative 
of the EEOC. The charge may be made at any EEOC office or by mail, and shall be signed and 
verified. Regulations provide that within 10 days of the filing of the charge, the EEOC will notify 
employer and that further efforts would be futile or nonproductive, it will notify the employer of the 
failure of conciliation. The EEOC can initiate litigation in its own name or refer the matter to the 
Attorney General for the initiation of a civil action.

One of the investigatory tools at the EEOC’s disposal is the administrative subpoena. Typically, an 
investigator in pursuit of discovery from an employer will first make an informal request for 
information. If the employer does not produce the requested information, the District Director may 
issue an administrative subpoena to obtain the information. Sometimes the EEOC will even skip 
the informal request and proceed directly to issuing a subpoena (a sometimes frustrating practice 
that is actually disallowed by the EEOC’s own rules).508  An employer who receives a subpoena 
must act quickly. The Commission’s regulations permit an employer to submit to the Commission a 
petition to revoke or modify the subpoena on the grounds that it seeks information that is not 
relevant to the charge, is overly burdensome, or suffers from some other flaw.
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Questions?
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thank
you

contact information

for more information please contact 
Alex W. Karasik.

email: akarasik@seyfarth.com

phone: 312-460-5415
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EEOC Onsite Investigations
Employer Best Practices for Preparing for and Cooperating With 

Investigators

How to prepare for onsite investigations
By Jeffrey L. Rhodes



Outline

•Conduct internal investigation
•Review employment records
•Prepare employees for interviews
•Prepare facility for tour by investigator
•Reiterate non-retaliation policy for employees
participating in EEOC investigations



Conducting Internal Investigation – First Steps

• Identify the charging parties and individuals involved, including managers, 
supervisors, decision makers, similarly-situated employees, and HR staff

• Company should notify individuals of receipt of charge and expected 
cooperation

• Institute Litigation Hold 
• Loss of documents or data can result in adverse jury instruction or sanctions 
• Understand retention policies and practices and IT system, storage and backup 
• Extend hold to all electronic devices, including laptops, desktops, servers, tablets and 

smartphones – review BYOD policy
• Notify key individuals of obligation to hold 

• Collect and review responsive materials:  documents and data
• Check and ensure continuing compliance by company and key individuals



Conducting internal 
investigation
• All relevant witnesses should be 

interviewed, assured of confidentiality, 
and notified of anti-retaliation policy.

• Care should be taken to ensure 
confidentiality/privilege and to avoid 
creation of discoverable information.

• Advise interviewees not to discuss the 
charge or the investigation with co-
workers or anyone outside the company. 

• Do not threaten disciplinary action for 
disclosures as such could have a "chilling 
effect" on employees’ rights according to 
EEOC. (Aug. 2012 pre-determination 
letter from Buffalo, NY district office.)



Attorney Participation in Internal Investigation

• Consider carefully attorney’s role versus that of HR and in-house counsel.

• Look out for conflicts.  Under Professional Rule 1.13, the lawyer must advise employees 
as the lawyer’s role representing the company when the company and employee have 
adverse interests. 

• Adversity should be assumed at outset, particularly concerning non-management 
employees. Disclosures to such employees should be limited as such may waive the 
privilege, and/or violate Professional Rules 1.13 and 1.6.

• Civil Miranda notice. When attorney interacts with employees, need to explain:
• That the attorney’s duty of loyalty lies with the company;
• The company’s interests are not necessarily the same as the employees’ interests;
• What the attorney client privilege is, that the company holds the privilege, and that the 

investigation is intended to assist the attorney in providing legal advice to the company; and
• The circumstances under which the employee’s statements may be disclosed to others.

See Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 392 (1981) 



Attorney Participation in Internal Investigation 
- Continued

• Attorney should advise management of additional concerns 
uncovered by the investigation.  Professional Rule 1.13 requires 
attorney to act in the best interest of company as a whole, and to 
disclose known violations by representatives of any obligation to the 
company or any law that might be imputed to the company that is 
likely to result in substantial injury to the organization.  See also 
Professional Rule 2.1 (duty of independent judgment/candid advice).

• The employer must act carefully in addressing liability issues revealed 
by internal investigation to avoid further claim of retaliation.

• Attorney must take reasonable action to prevent potential violations.  



Investigation best practices

• Check information provided by 
witnesses against documents 

• Compare witness stories 

• Compare employer actions 
toward similarly-situated 
employees

• Affidavits may be necessary to 
preserve key information, 
prevent loss from employee 
departure



Reviewing Employment Records

• Review all relevant documents, including the charging party’s personnel file and 
the files of supervisors and others involved.   Review other materials relevant to 
charge, including texts, e-mails, chats, etc.

• Review for recordkeeping issues.  Make sure employer has kept personnel 
documents and employment records for one year from the date of making the 
record or the personnel action involved, whichever is later.  (Includes requests for 
reasonable accommodation, application forms, and records dealing with hiring, 
promotion, demotion, transfer, lay-off or termination, rates of pay, compensation, 
tenure, selection for training, or other terms of employment.) 

• Make sure litigation hold is in place, continuing to hold all materials relating to 
changing parties and similarly-situated employees, including new material.

• Insure employee’s medical file is separate from other files, review if relevant. 



Reviewing Employment Records - Continued

• Don’t forget manager files or desk files.  Often a manager will keep his 
or her own records concerning a difficult subordinate or situation.

• Review the employee handbook, relevant policies and procedures, 
and ensure that all signed acknowledgment forms have been 
maintained. 

• Collect and review all disciplinary files, internal complaints and 
information about other investigations involving the charging parties.

• Privacy issues can arise as documents may be sensitive or personal, 
but still subject to EEOC review.



Preparing employees for interviews

• Attorneys should consider whether their direct involvement in employee
interviews is the best option.

• Address witness concerns
• Witnesses may not want to cooperate
• For management employees, the employer has the right to have company attorney

present

• For non-management employees, employer facilitates, but does not
mandate, cooperation with EEOC
• Generally has more limited knowledge and obligations with regard to investigation
• It is up to the EEOC to involve them, unless helpful to employer

• The EEOC is not required to identify witnesses it will interview prior to visit



Preparing employees for interviews - continued

• Important to determine key players and discuss with them the information
they have
• Prevent surprise
• Compare company position to that of witnesses

• Can steer EEOC toward most favorable witnesses

• Evaluate witness credibility and address issues

• Consider potential discrimination theories raised by witnesses

• Investigator will create an affidavit for each employee from interview
• Think about what that affidavit will look like in preparing the employee
• Advise employee to review closely and make sure it is correct, revising if necessary
• EEOC will also have employee sign confidentiality statement



Preparing Facility for Tour

• Conduct walk-through with representative who will guide EEOC tour
• Identify and remove “red flags” – inappropriate postings or other visible 

material, and any conceivable safety issues

• Check for accessibility issues 

• Identify potential areas to avoid in workspace

• The tour is intended to give investigator basic understanding of 
operations and how company’s policies are applied 

• Company representative will lead tour, attorney may be present



Non-retaliation Policy for Employees 
Participating in EEOC Investigations

• Important to clarify employer’s role in securing employee compliance
• Employer is facilitating EEOC’s exercise of jurisdiction under enabling statute 

and pursuant to subpoena.

• Employer is not an agent of the EEOC regarding its investigation.

• Participation protection is heightened protection.  Employee 
interviewed by EEOC may have strong retaliation claim for materially 
adverse change to employment shortly thereafter.
• Attorney should advise company not to take any adverse action against a 

witness without strong evidence in support, especially soon after interview. 

• Be careful about taking adverse action against any employee who participates 
in the investigation on grounds that he lied during the investigation.



Non-retaliation Policy - Continued

• EEOC may be evaluating how employer handles onsite investigation
• Heavy-handedness may support cause finding or retaliation investigation

• Retaliation remains the number 1 basis for an EEOC charge

• EEOC recently issued guidance on retaliation that expands beyond 
what most courts consider retaliation: 
https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/retaliation-guidance.cfm
• Considers involvement in internal investigation to be “participation”

• Considers bad faith employee complaints to be protected

• Considers causation satisfied if protected activity is one of many “but-for” 
causes for adverse action, and may look years to uncover link

https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/retaliation-guidance.cfm


Retaliation – Adverse Action

• The U.S. Supreme Court held in BNSF Railway Co. v. White, 548 U.S. 53 
(2006), that a "materially adverse action" under the anti-retaliation 
provisions encompasses a broader range of actions than an "adverse 
action" under the non-discrimination provisions.

• EEOC says “adverse action” includes any change that could be reasonably 
likely to deter protected activity even if no tangible effect on employment. 

• EEOC says adverse actions can be activities that are not work-related, take 
place outside of work, and can even be taken against a third party closely 
linked to a complaining employee.

• Recent court decision indicates merely disclosing employee’s EEO activities 
to others is not sufficient to constitute “adverse action.” Paul v. Murphy, 
Admin. of the General Services Admin., 1st Cir., No. 18-2115 (Jan. 24, 2020)



EEOC Charge Data (2020)

• Retaliation: 37,632 (55.8% of all charges filed)

• Disability: 24,324 (36.1%)

• Race: 22,064 (32.7%)

• Sex: 21,398 (31.7%)

• Age: 14,183 (21.0%)

• Nat’l Origin: 6,377 (9.5%)

• Color: 3,562 (5.3%)

• Religion: 2,404 (3.6%)

• Equal Pay: 980 (1.5%)

• GINA: 440 (0.7%)

(These percentages add up to more than 100 because some charges allege multiple bases.)



EEOC Charge Data (2020) - Continued

• The agency filed 93 merits lawsuits in 2020, down from 144 the 
previous year. 

• Most lawsuits filed alleged violations of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964, followed by suits under the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA). 

• There were 7 subpoena enforcement actions filed by the EEOC.

• Legal staff resolved 165 lawsuits alleging discrimination.



Resources

• Christopher Lage, Conducting an Ethically Sound Internal EEO Investigation,
ABA Labor and Employment Law Section Ethics & Professional Resp.
Comm. Annual Midwinter Meeting g (Mar. 24, 2012)
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/events/labor_law/2012/03
/ethics_professional_responsibility_committee_midwinter_meeting/mw20
12_lagepaper.authcheckdam.pdf

• Ashley P. Cuttino, EEOC Investigations, Carolinas AGC Foundation, 2014 HR
and Safety Conference
https://www.eiseverywhere.com/file_uploads/427a1453b3e1418a06967d
4377442390_APCPresentation--EEOCInvestigationAshelyCuttino.pdf

• Wolters Kluwer, Commission Talks Confidentiality Requirements in Internal
Workplace Investigations
http://www.employmentlawdaily.com/index.php/news/commission-talks-
confidentiality-requirements-in-internal-workplace-investigations/

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/events/labor_law/2012/03/ethics_professional_responsibility_committee_midwinter_meeting/mw2012_lagepaper.authcheckdam.pdf
https://www.eiseverywhere.com/file_uploads/427a1453b3e1418a06967d4377442390_APCPresentation--EEOCInvestigationAshelyCuttino.pdf
http://www.employmentlawdaily.com/index.php/news/commission-talks-confidentiality-requirements-in-internal-workplace-investigations/


Contact information

• Jeffrey L. Rhodes
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• (703) 841-1100
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EEOC ONSITE INVESTIGATIONS:
Employer Best Practices for Preparing for and 

Cooperating With Investigators

Teresa R. Tracy, Esq.



IV.  TIPS FOR COOPERATING 
▪ Employers have some control
▪ Demeanor
▪ Quick and Efficient 
▪ Offer to make documents and witnesses available prior to 

and during the onsite visit.
‐ EEOC can issue a subpoena for documents and 

witnesses

▪ Selecting the Date and Time
‐ EEOC Internal Timeline
‐ Avoid disruption of daily operations 



IV.  TIPS FOR COOPERATING 
‐ Statute of Limitations

• Federal Claims
• Pay Benefits

▪ Selecting the Location

▪ Preparing Managers and Supervisors

▪ Welcoming the Investigator Upon Arrival
‐ Employer’s representative 

• Last minute inspection 
• Provide an overview of what will occur (e.g. 

document review and witness interviews)



IV.  TIPS FOR COOPERATING 
▪ Document Review

‐ Plan ahead 
‐ Arrange for someone to be in the room
‐ Keep record
‐ Other helpful documents 

▪ Facility Tour 
‐ Plan the route in advance
‐ Posters and Safety Issues
‐ Employee Reminders 
‐ Tour Guide



IV.  TIPS FOR COOPERATING 
▪ Witness Interviews 

‐ Onsite and offsite
‐ In person or by telephone
‐ Employer/Counsel to be present

• Supervisory, Managerial and Executive employees
• Non-Supervisory Employees 

‐ Exit Interview
‐ Be familiar with the Position Statement 
‐ Human Resources Personnel



IV.  TIPS FOR COOPERATING 
▪ Note Taking / Recording

‐ Take detailed notes 
• Use them to clarify, address and summarize 

information

▪ The Exit Interview
‐ Good Practice

• Gain insight 
• Clarify and Ask Questions
• Make arrangements for documents that were not 

available
• Highlight inconsistencies



V. HOW THE EEOC EVALUATES CASES
▪ Information will be closely evaluated

▪ Three Major Categories of Priorities
‐ Anti-Discrimination Cases. 
‐ Cases Promoting the Development of law supporting 

anti-discrimination.
‐ Cases involving the integrity or effectiveness of the 

Commission's Enforcement Process



V.  HOW THE EEOC EVALUATES CASES
▪ Determination is based on the merits of the charge

‐ Dismissal and Notice of Rights
‐ Letter of Determination 
‐ Notice of Right to Sue 

▪ EEOC Conciliation Efforts
‐ Enforceable by the Courts
‐ If conciliation fails, EEOC pre-litigation procedures begins

▪ Timeline for notice of “Right to Sue”



V.  HOW THE EEOC EVALUATES CASES
▪ Timeline for notice of “Right to Sue”

‐ Title VII and ADA

• 180 days/90 days

‐ ADEA

• 60 days/90 days

‐ EPA

• 2 years 



V.  HOW THE EEOC EVALUATES EVIDENCE
▪ Traditional 
▪ Consistency and Relevancy 
▪ Credibility 

▪ Quality of Evidence 
‐ Material Evidence 
‐ Relevant Evidence
‐ Reliable Evidence 



V.  HOW THE EEOC EVALUATES EVIDENCE
▪ Types of Evidence 

‐ Direct Evidence 

‐ Circumstantial Evidence

‐ Statistical Evidence 



Teresa R. Tracy
(310) 255-6176

teresa.tracy@ffslaw.com
ffslaw.com
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